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PRODUCT with CODE: 77751 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:  

YOUR LINK FOR ACCESS TO THE BREAKTHOUGHT EDUCATIONAL 

VIDEO, which may have such enormous beneficial »side effect«! 

ITS CONTENT: SUSTAINABLE AND INNOVATIVE, WITHOUT ACTIVE SUBSTANCES: 

BREAKTHROUGH MODE OF CROPS for FOOD GROWING ON SUSTAINABLE, NATURAL 

WAY: 

(ABOUT: Advanced, innovative, sustainable products without active substances - 

BIOQUANTUM BIOSTIMULANTS, for effective plants strengthening on the level of their life 

forces. Video presentation about history of their development, about their performance, about 

their effectivity, about about some exposed good practices in their use achieved by farmers and 

monitored by agricultural professionals).  

Personally from a developer of those great, advanced products,  you'll hear and watch about:    

 Advanced, innovative, sustainable products - NATURAL BIO-QUANTUM 

BIOSTIMULANTS without active substances, for effective plant's LIFE FORCES 

strengthening (which directly causes the strengthening of the plants' own vitality, and 

indirectly - through the strengthening of the plants own vitality, appropriate specific plant own 

resistances are also strengthened - to diseases, to pests, to all forms of plants stress, to various 

weather and climate factors.).  

 Some issues about of history of those bio-quantum biostimulants development (which was 

mostly took place in certain natural ecosystems, in my lab - which has no quantum physics 
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equipment), and the idea about this sort of products came to me in my high school years - in 

the old castle park and in the library that stands there), -about performance of those advanced, 

innovative, sustainable products - NATURAL BIO-QUANTUM BIOSTIMULANTS 

without active substances, about their effectiveness, about some exposed good practices in 

their use achieved by farmers and monitored by agricultural professionals.  

Language: English 

Length of video: 30 minutes 

Lecturer & Author: Majda Ortan, ing. Ph. Agrohom., Ing. Majda Ortan, Ob Meži 30, 2391 Prevalje 

 Introduction of Lecturer & Author 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS  BREAKTHOUGHT EDUCATIONAL VIDEO, 

PLEASE CLICK HERE.  

 

 

PH. Agrohom., Ing. Majda Ortan, 

s.p., Ob Meži 30, 2391 Prevalje, 

Slovenia / EU;  

Tel: 00386 (0)70 820 279, 

Email: coraagro@gmail.com, 

Email for Video Orders: 

orders.ph.agrohom@gmail.com,  

Web: http://cora-

agrohomeopathie.com/en/ 
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